Objective:
To encourage students to actively consider what they can do to help prevent bullying in their school environment.

Materials:
- Large ball of wool or string
- A large space

Method:
- Stand your class in a circle.
- Ask the first student in the circle to wrap the wool or string around their finger three times so it doesn't come off.
- The first student then passes the ball of wool or string to anyone else in the circle. As each student passes the wool or string to the next person they give them a compliment.
- Repeat this until everyone in the circle has their finger in the wool or string 'web of compliments'.
- Now for the really fun part! Try and untangle your web of compliments.
- As each student unties the piece of wool or string from around their finger, they have to say one fact about themselves and how they will work to prevent bullying.

Photo credit: Students from Class 3F, Endike Primary School, Hull, UK with their compliments web activity.